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Greetings from NACLI

NOTE FROM THE DEAN

Dear Grassroots Leaders,

W

e are now in the 4th quarter of 2018. It is a timely juncture for us to take a moment to
reflect on our goals and resolutions for the year, take stock of what we had done well,
celebrate milestone successes and recalibrate our efforts as we gear ourselves up for the
last few months of the year.
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Besides contributing to a more environmentally-friendly community, NACLI’s effort to
go fully ‘e’ for its publications also offers greater flexibility for the Institute to adjust the
frequency of its training calendar. From January 2019, NACLI’s e-training calendar will be
published quarterly instead of half-yearly with the aim to provide more regular updates to
our grassroots leaders (GRLs) about our upcoming training programmes and encourage
more proactive, targeted and timely training participation.
As we strive to make continuous improvements and create breakthroughs in our personal
and professional capacities, we are often reminded that change is a constant that we will
need to continually navigate be it at an individual, team or community level in our lives and in
the work that we do. Having the ability to lead and manage change in the course of serving
the community is a critical skill set for our GRLs. To equip our grassroots office bearers with
the capabilities to anticipate, manage and facilitate community change more effectively,
NACLI is currently offering a module titled ‘Leading Community Change’. Do find out more
about this module on page 7 of our Digest.
We have also recently refreshed our ‘Office Bearer Induction for Chairmen/Vice-Chairmen’
module to equip our newly appointed GRO Chairmen/Vice-Chairmen with a deeper
understanding of their roles and responsibilities as team leaders. The course also offers a
platform for participants to exchange good leadership practices with one another. Details
can be found at page 6 of our Digest.
To bring about positive change, GRLs are encouraged
to continually explore new and better ways of engaging
different segments of the community. At our recent
Community Xchange session, we invited GRLs from Opera
Estate NC 1 and Amber NC to share their best practices
in reaching out and engaging private estate residents.
Participants were also engaged in a lively dialogue with
Mr Edwin Tong, Adviser to Marine Parade GRC GROs
and these GRLs. Learn more about the best practices
shared at the Community Xchange on pages 4 and 5 of
the Digest and look out for more of such dialogues in the
coming months.

Our Community Leadership Digest &
Training Calendar are going ‘e’! Scan this
QR code to visit our ‘Learn with NACLI’
page and download your latest copy!
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The question posted was:
What are the four stages in team development?

Tang Tung San (Ms)

1. Forming
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Thank you for your participation in the March 2018 ‘Do you know’ Quiz.

We look forward to seeing you at our training programmes!

Dean, NACLI

ND 2/2018

The Community Leadership Digest is
an in-house publication of the National
Community Leadership Institute (NACLI).
Materials in this publication may not be
reproduced in whole or in part without
the prior consent of the publisher and do
not reflect the official views of NACLI. All
rights reserved.

The correct answers are:
2. Storming

3. Norming

4. Performing

The following winners will receive a limited edition NACLI Power Bank!

1. Chan Keng Mun, Assistant Treasurer, Paya Lebar C2E
2. Khng Joo Seng, Vice-Chairman, Thomson CC SCEC
3. Leow Hwee Tin, Vice-Chairman, Jalan Kayu C2E

4. Ng Hoon Hwee, PBM, Treasurer, Radin Mas CCMC

5. Venkat Rao Gopala Krishna Ramesh, Treasurer, Hwi Yoh CC IAEC
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Feature Story

Community Xchange

Reaching out to
Private Estate Residents
T

he Community Xchange on “Reaching out to Private Estate
Residents” brought together over 100 Grassroots Leaders
(GRLs) from various constituencies to NACLI on 30 June 2018 for
a highly interactive dialogue. The session aimed to inspire GRLs
through the sharing of success stories and best practices on
how to encourage active citizenry and foster stronger community
bonding among private estate residents.
The panellists for the Community Xchange comprised Mr Edwin
Tong, Adviser to Marine Parade GRC GROs; Mr Isaac Lum
Wei Yuen, Chairman of Opera Estate NC 1 and Mr Alexander
Rudiyanto Huang, Chairman of Amber NC.
In his opening remarks, Mr Edwin Tong set the context, “We
are looking at how we best approach our community members,
how we best bond them and how we make them friends not just
with the NCs/RCs and GRLs, but also among themselves.” He
highlighted three key takeaways on how to approach and start
a conversation with the private estate residents which were as
follows:

First Impression
Persistence
Personal Touch
Mr Isaac Lum shared some of the best practices in engaging the
harder-to-reach private estate residents and making a personal
connection with them. He elaborated on the importance of house
visits, and encouraged GRLs to continue engaging the residents
thereafter, so the house visits would not be seen as a touch-andgo type of engagement.
On the importance of working with partners, Mr Isaac Lum
demonstrated how the successful Farmers’ Market event was
organised in collaboration with various agencies, local businesses
and organisations such as schools and religious organisations.
He further reinforced the need to engage the online community,
“There is a community which is interested in engaging on social
media, and it is important for the NC to be sensitive to that.”
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“

GRLs are the closest touchpoint
to our community, which bond
the Adviser to the community,
not just with the community
but among the community,
within themselves.

”

Mr Alexandra Rudiyanto Huang focused on the best practices for
engagement with Management Corporation Strata Title (MCSTs)
to overcome some challenges in reaching out to residents in
condominiums.
He highlighted the need to understand how MCSTs operate,
MCST’s election process as well as the laws governing MCSTs.
He also emphasised the value of continuously engaging the
MCSTs as the leadership would change every year.
During the “Kopi Talk” segment, GRLs also shared some of their
experiences on how to better engage private estate residents and
foster stronger community bond, such as having MCST members
in NC, and vice versa.
The “Conversation & Community Sharing” segment witnessed
many exciting questions raised by GRLs in person as well as
through ‘Pigeonhole Live’, an interactive online Q&A platform.
Some of the key issues discussed included the distinctions in
approaches between RCs and NCs, the role of building a more
cohesive society and how to promote social mixing among the
residents in HDB and private estates.
In summary, Mr Edwin Tong reiterated the importance of GRLs’
roles in community bonding, “GRLs are the closest touchpoint
to our community, which bond the Adviser to the community,
not just with the community but among the community, within
themselves.”
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Course Teaser

Course Teaser

Office Bearer Induction for

GRO Chairmen/Vice-Chairmen

A

s a new GRO Chairman or Vice-Chairman, are you equipped to lead your Grassroots Committees toward achieving the PA’s vision and
mission? Do you want to deepen your understanding of your new roles and responsibilities; and exchange good practices and useful tips with
other Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen on how to develop effective GRO teams? Sign up now to uncover more!
After attending this course, participants will be able to:

Relate to the PA’s vision, mission and the C2020 strategic
deliverables with reference to the PA’s Grassroots Triangle

Discover their roles as a Chairmen / Vice-Chairmen
when leading the Grassroots Organisations

		Leading Community Change
C

hange is a constant and it affects everyone at all levels – individual,
team and the community. Many factors affect how we perceive,
interpret and evaluate change, and having a clear vision of our
desired outcomes will enable us to anticipate, manage and facilitate
changes more effectively. As Grassroots Leaders, the ability to lead
change positively will go a long way in creating more meaningful
outcomes in service of our efforts to build and bridge communities.
There are seven stages in leading change as adapted from John
Kotter’s change management model. These stages help identify
different tasks required to effect positive change and increase the
likelihood of sustaining that change.

It begins with creating a need for change and developing a vision of
what the new change looks like. The vision will be communicated
to a team of members that can drive these changes. The next stage
will determine the challenges that might derail these changes and
explore ways to overcome them. In the process, there is a need to
enrol and empower others to act on the change. Once small success
is achieved, the key is to build on these successes to sustain the
change.
If you are a Key Office Bearer and desire to create breakthroughs in
your community work, be the agent of change and sign up for this
module.

Reconcile with PA’s iCARE values

Co-create solutions
to common leadership challenges

Contact NACLI via your Constituency Director to register your interest for a constituency-based training for your constituency
(subject to availability of training slots).
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Contact NACLI via your Constituency Director to register your interest for a constituency-based training for your constituency
(subject to availability of training slots).
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The Perfect

Feature Story

GETAWAY

NACLI
has gone ‘e’!

FOR GRASSROOTS RETREATS & TRAINING

As part of our efforts to leverage
technology and support a more
environmentally friendly community,
our Community Leadership Digest and
Training Calendar have moved to a
digital platform.
Do remember to update your
email addresses through your
Constituency Office to continue
receiving the latest issues of our
digest and training calendar!

You may also visit our
‘Learn with NACLI’ page
on the PA website to
download past and current
copies of our digest and
training calendar. Scan
the QR code below!

Looking for a quick getaway from the urban place? Look no further.
The National Community Leadership Institute
(NACLI) provides the ideal venue for your grassroots
training and retreats; both indoors and outdoors.
With its rustic and resort-like ambience, our campus
offers training facilities and learning spaces of
different sizes that can accommodate up to 800
participants to suit your programme needs.
Our team of professional NACLI facilitators are
equipped to engage you on your training needs and
add value to your retreats and training programmes.

http://www.pa.gov.sg/
learnwithnacli

For greater team-bonding, choose to stay the night
at our comfortable air-conditioned accommodation
rooms before continuing with your learning journey
the next day.
Contact us today so that we can assist to make your
learning experience an enjoyable and memorable
one!
For more details, please call 6672 5200 or email to
nacli@pa.gov.sg

Information is accurate at time of print. For the latest information, please refer to our website for updates.
*Based on theatre setting

NATIONAL COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
T: 6672 5200 | Fax: 6474 5527 | www.pa.gov.sg/nacli
70 South Buona Vista Road Singapore 118176
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DOWNLOAD THE PALMS
APP TODAY!

NACLI is going “e” with PALMS
(PA Learning Management System)!
The PALMS app is your gateway to continuous learning
despite your busy schedule.
With PALMS, you can learn anywhere, anytime and at
your own pace. PALMS complements NACLI’s existing
classroom-based capability building programmes and
supports blended learning.
Log in to grassrootsconnect.org.sg to access
PALMS or download the PALMS app with your
mobile devices now!

Play Store
(Android)
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App Store
(iOS)
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Law for Community Leaders Programme - Me and My Property
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Community Xchange Programme - Mental Health

30

Community Xchange Programme - Reaching Out to the Private Estate Residents - The Joo Chiat Mountbatten Experience
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Community Toolkit

Community Toolkit

Complete this brain teaser! Scan
and email it to nacli@pa.gov.sg
by 31 December 2018 with the
subject title, ‘CL Brain Teaser’
and include your full name,
NRIC, GRO designation, and the
constituency that you serve.

Complete this Community Learning
Puzzle! Scan and email it to
nacli@pa.gov.sg by 31 December
2018 with the subject title, ‘CL
Puzzle’ and include your full
name, NRIC, GRO designation,
and the constituency that you
serve.

5 lucky winners will
receive our limited edition
NACLI memorabilia!

5 lucky winners

receive our limited
NACLI Goodie Bag!

will
edition

Did you know that brain teasers help to sharpen our minds, improve concentration
and enhance memory? So, let’s exercise our brains by attempting the puzzle below!

ACROSS

Draw pathway lines on the yellow
board to join similar symbols
together
(triangle
to
triangle,
pentagon to pentagon, etc.)

Rules of the game
1.

No line may cross another line.

2.

No line can cross the black bands

1.

One of the best practices in engaging
harder-to-reach private estate residents is to
make a personal __________ with them.

2.

Having the ability to ____ and manage
change in the course of serving the
community is a critical skill set for our GRLs.

(see description at the bottom of the

DOWN

puzzle).
3.

Only ONE line can cross the red bands
with stripes.

4.

The 4th stage of change process is
“________ People”.

2.

GRLs are the closest __________ to our
community, which bond the Adviser to the
community, not just with the community but
among the community, within themselves.

3.

________ is constant
everyone at all levels.

4.

In the Office Bearer Induction for GRO
Chairmen/Vice-Chairmen
course,
participants would learn how to __________
solutions
to
common
leadership
challenges.

5.

The PALMS app is your gateway to
continuous _____________ despite your
busy schedule.

The wavy dotted band MUST be
crossed by at least THREE different
connecting pathway lines.

5.

1.

Respecting

the

previous

points,

every pathway line should be the
SHORTEST possible.

no crossing allowed
can be crossed by just ONE line
must be crossed by at least
THREE different connecting paths

and

it

affects

*Answers can be found throughout the Digest.

CONGRATULATIONS
to our 5 lucky winners from
the March 2018 issue!
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1. Soo Yeok Ling, Executive Member, Tampines Changkat Zone 4 RC
2. Ang Chui Cheng, Assistant Secretary, Tampines Changkat Zone 8 RC
3. Lee Sek Peng, Paulette, Assistant Secretary, Compassvale Villa RC
4. Kavita Abhijit Raha, Chairman, Alexandra NC
5. Wong Elizabeth, Executive Member, Tampines Terrace RC

CONGRATULATIONS
to our 5 lucky winners from
the March 2018 issue!

1. Animesh Singh, Executive Member, Sengkang West Zone M RC
2. Ng Cher Siang, Cheryl, Secretary, Joo Chiat CSC
3. Sek Leong Seng, Secretary, Telok Blangah CC SCEC
4. Sia Geok Lin, Edwin, Treasurer, Ulu Pandan CSC
5. Selvaraj John Asir, Secretary, Tampines Terrace RC
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